
Why Send Your Dog to the Prairie With Us?

For the past three decades, we have returned to our Broomhill grounds each summer to 
train dogs on sharptail grouse and Hungarian partridge and to condition them for the 
upcoming field trial or hunting season. Whether you compete your dog on liberated birds 
or wild birds, whether you preserve hunt or travel the country hunting wild birds, nothing 
benefits a bird dog more than proper exposure to wild birds. 

Young dogs learn faster exposed to sharptail grouse than on any other species of game 
bird simply because a covey rarely flushes all at once, allowing the dog to make an 
error, be corrected, and then succeed in holding steady for the next flushed bird. Ample 
opportunities — with the right trainer — to repeat this process results in the dog becoming 
steady on birds without confusion thus retaining enthusiasm to find more birds. The 
dog’s inability to catch wild birds hastens the process and avoids unnecessary training 
pressure. Proven methods and experience are the key to your pointing dog’s training and 
conditioning success.  

We take only a limited number of field trial and hunting dogs. The training (birds and 
handling), conditioning and feeding of each dog is tailored to their individual needs. All 
the dogs are worked regularly on wild birds.   
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 for field trial dogs & personal hunting dogs

Colvin Davis Summer Training 
Program on the Canadian Prairies       



  What Davis Kennels Offers You and Your Dog
•  We take only a limited number of dogs to the prairie assuring that your dog is  
 worked on a regular basis. (We take between 20 and 25 dogs.)

•  Each individual dog’s training is tailored to their requirements depending on   
 their age, training level and the owner’s objectives. 

•  We personally work all the dogs we bring to our summer camp.

•  We train pointing dogs of all breeds.

•  Our successful training program is based on years of professional experience  
 by Field Trial Hall of Fame trainer/handler Colvin Davis. Colvin has been   
 training and conditioning dogs on our Broomhill grounds for over thirty years.

•  We offer an abundance of wild birds on the vast acreage we have access to. We  
 have long established and excellent relationships with our neighbors whose land  
 we utilize for training. 

•  Correct and proven roading methods are used to assure your dog comes off the  
 prairie in peek physical and mental condition. . . ready for trialing and hunting.  
   
•  We feed only the best — Purina Pro Plan Performance to all of our dogs. Each  
 dog is fed according to their weight requirement to keep them in optimum   
 health. Only a healthy dog can truly benefit from training on the prairies.

•  We have great relationships with excellent veterinarians sixteen miles from   
 our camp in Melita should your dog require veterinary care. You entrust us with  
 your dog’s care and well-being and we take that very seriously. 

 What are the Arrangements?
   
•  We leave Alabama in July and return in late September. 

•  We can arrange to meet you at a designated location on our trip to Canada or you  
 can bring or ship your dog to our kennel here in Alabama prior to our departure.  
 You can also ship your dog to Montgomery, AL by plane and we will arrange pick  
 up at the airport which is only 45 minutes from our kennel. 
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 Booking Your Dog for our Summer Prairie 
 Training Program
 We are taking bookings nowand fill up quickly. Please contact us 
 for rates and our schedule if you would like to take advantage of our 
 great Summer Prairie Training Program!
  

 Mazie and Colvin Davis

 

 Colvin Davis: 334-462-1898    

 Mazie Davis: 334-412-4904

 To learn more about us, please visit our websites: 

 www.davisquailhunts.com  
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